YEAR IN REVIEW, 2016

PROJECTS

New Moon a dance by Erik Thurmond at Mammal Gallery, Atlanta (December 2015)

JACK ATLANTA by Claire Molla, Erik Thurmond, Melissa Word at Colony Square, Atlanta (March 2016).

Tropic of Gemini by Kirstin Mitchell at Atlanta Contemporary, March 2016.

Paper Gardens, an 80’x 10’ paper sculpture by Branden Collins at Skyhouse, Orlando (July 2016)

Babies in Space by Kelly O’Brien, Jane Cassidy and Fly on a Wall, Woodruff Arts Center, Atlanta (May to September 2016)

JACK Detroit with Haute to Death at El Club & Temple Bar, Detroit (August 2016)

“Untitled” by Jason Peters for Dash is Dead at Ponce City Market, Atlanta (October 2016)

ANTHEM a party and panel on dance and DJ culture with Haute to Death at Eyedrum, Atlanta (November 2016)

IMAGES (Top, Left to Right): JACK Detroit, ANTHEM with Haute to Death, Babies in Space, New Moon, JACK Atlanta, Paper Gardens, Tropic of Gemini

PROJECT DETAILS
HIGHLIGHT >>

In 2016, Dash commissioned 55 artists, awarding them a total of $48,300 for the production of new non-traditional work.

DECEMBER 2015
New Moon a dance by Erik Thurmond, produced by Dismantle Theatre and presented by Dashboard at Mammal Gallery,
Atlanta. Those in attendances witnessed a moment of change - Erik shaved his head amid a swirling performance. The
piece was a death of endings, a birth of beginnings, a portrait of losses gained.
WINNER: ArtsATL Best of ATL: Exquisite moments highlighted by dance
MARCH 2016
JACK ATLANTA, an experiment by Melissa Word, Claire Molla and Erik Thurmond, presented by Dashboard at Colony
Square, Atlanta
Evening flirt, dance floor lover - JACK in Atlanta was an experimental dance project exploring the roles of
audience, immersion, and improvisation.
WINNER: Creative Loafing Best of ATL: “Best Immersive Dance”
Tropic of Gemini, a one-night performance by Kirstin Mitchell presented by Dashboard at Atlanta Contemporary
“There is an intermediate movement in which we spend most our lives. We are midair, mid-step, mid-destination. This
is the second exercise on momentum.” - Kirstin Mitchell
REVIEW: “Tropic of Gemini” proves to be a guided meditation that fully embraces life’s imperfections
REVIEW: Art Papers by Meredith Kooi
APRIL 2016
Paper Gardens, a permanent installation by Branden Collins, presented by Dashboard at Skyhouse Orlando.
At 10 feet high and 80 feet long, Paper Gardens is a striking abstracted showcase of some of Central Florida’s most
exotic native plant life.
PRESS: Americans for the Arts: Partnership Movement

MAY 2016
Babies in Space, an immersive art installation for babies and their caretakers featuring space-inspired visuals by
Jane Cassidy and Kelly O’Brien with performances by Fly on a Wall. 3000 babies attended the performances which
took place over 11 weeks. Countless others visited the installation which was on view 7 days a week and free.
PRESS: Atlanta’s Push to Culture Kids
AUGUST 2016
JACK DETROIT, an experimental dance project by Melissa Word, Claire Molla, and Erik Thurmond that explores party
culture, dance floor politics and audience engagement. This was the second iteration of
JACK, which included a
collaboration with DJ duo Haute to Death (DET).
PHOTOS & MORE
OCTOBER 2016
Dash is Dead, a Halloween party produced by Dashboard for Hand-picked ATL. A 13 installation exhibition featuring
large-scale works by Jason Peters, Nikita Gale, Jane Cassidy, Kris Pilcher, Mike Stasny, and many more.
PHOTOS & MORE
NOVEMBER 2016
ANTHEM, Dashboard welcomed Detroit DJs, artists, and activists Haute to Death to Atlanta for a two-day exploration
in party culture, dance floor politics, and movement. We hosted a nighttime dance party and then a panel
discussion the next afternoon to talk about “party” as an artistic practice. Ultimately, we uncovered that
dancefloors are a space for healing, inclusivity, community building and self care.
PHOTOS & MORE

MORE PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS IN 2016 >>
Started DASH INCUBATOR to support local, exceptional creative start-ups. Recipients receive year-long studio space
at the Goat Farm Arts Center + a cash stipend. 2016DI is ATL/TOKYO based design agency Zoo as Zoo
Cont’d DASHTRAVLR an uncensored platform for Dash’s global artist network:http://dashtravlr.tumblr.com/

OUTREACH HIGHLIGHTS
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

NEW WEBSITE built with funds from the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation. See
it! www.dashboard.us
NEW STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS made with the Alliance Theatre, Woodruff Arts
Center, Atlanta Contemporary, Goat Farm Art Center, Serenbe Art Farm,
TEDxPeachtree, Squarefeet Studio, Wrong Studio, Living Walls, Project Art,
Scout Mob, CARE, Oceanside Museum of Art, Ponce City Market, Skyhouse
Orlando, Phoenix Museum of Art, Novare, Peachtree Capital, BNIM Architects,
ConsultArt, AFF, Times Square Arts, Havas Global and more.
TALKS: TED; AMPLIFY Atlanta's Commercial Design &
Interior Architecture; Accenture Community Stewardship
PROFILES: National Geographic’s Music Voyager
LECTURES: Curating Media, Society for Cinema and
Media Studies Conference; Creative Placemaking, KSU
CONSULTING: Livable Buckhead Master Plan REdesign,
LEAD Atlanta, COA Mayor’s Office, Urban Land Institute
STUDIO VISITS: UCLA Graduate Studios, Nikita Gale (LA)
Plug Projects, Peregrine Honig, David Bennett, Fishtank
Hobbs Artist Building, Navid Jones (KC), Michi Meko,
Radcliffe Bailey, Meta Gery, Chris Chambers, Pamela Diaz
Martinez, Jordan Stubbs, Christopher Hall(ATL), Ben Wolf, Scott Hocking
(DET), Benjamin Britton, Christopher Knowles, and more.
In 2016, DASH directors participated in 7
EXPERT PANELS on placemaking, innovation,
public art, portfolio development, digital
media, inclusion, and urban planning.

ARTISTS
Dash works with
artists based around
the US
ACTIONS
Studio visits,
exhibitions, site
visits, partner meetings

TESTIMONIALS
“Working with Dash has been a complete
gift.They have opened me up to the Atlanta art
scene and made me feel welcomed in like a
family member! They have complete faith in my
work which is utterly invaluable and truly
empowers me to continue to make significant
work.”
Jane Cassidy
Artist, Professor of Digital Media, University
of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Dash Projects: Dash is Dead (2016), Babies in
Space (2016)

“The women of Dashboard know how to take care of their
people. They are bravely and responsibly considering
the diverse needs of their artists, audience and
community and are boldly showing up for them. In
working with Dashboard for the past year, I am struck
most by their endless capacity for kindness,
generosity, and rowdy, jubilant FUN. They make the work
feel easy.”
Melissa Word
Performer, Dance Maker, Atlanta
Dash Projects: JACK in Atlanta (2016), JACK in Detroit
(2016)

“Dashboard encourages free-form creative thinking and this allows a
platform to emerge as an entity of its own. We were able to create
together based on an immediate calling and materialise some really
effective outcomes. "Tropic of Gemini" began as a personal power surge
and evolved into a large, atmospheric performance. We were able to
push our own boundaries and comfort zones together to produce a work
that invited the audience to sit a while and reflect with us. The
result was a dialogue bigger than the individual. And the pictures
turned out pretty good too.”
Kirstin Mitchell
Multi-disciplinary Artist, Atlanta
Dash Projects: Tropic of Gemini (2016), Dash Initial (2015), AIR at
Serenbe & Art Over Dinner (2015)

“Of all the exhibitions and
performances I attended in 2016,
Babies in Space was hands down the
one with the most enthusiastic and
rapt audience. Granted, most of the
audience was under 3 feet tall.
Dashboard showed their agility with
this show in taking the immersive
aspects of their previous shows and
making it accessible to an entirely
new audience.”
Susannah Darrow
Executive Director,
ArtsATL, Mama

“Working with Dashboard has been an immensely positive
experience for us. Beth and Courtney have a really
finely tuned sensitivity for connecting artists to each
other and to interesting and appropriate spaces and
opportunities.
The first time we met with the members of JACK we felt
immediately connected in a really stimulating way. The
work and ideology they were putting into their dance
performances were so well aligned with our approach to
DJing and throwing parties - which after a nearly a
decade of our practice ignited us with a lot of fresh
energy and ideas.
Dash brought together two really robust and mutually
enlightening perspectives to the table and now having
completed works in both Detroit and Atlanta we have this
relationship and dialogue to operate from moving
forward.
It was Beth's nuanced and perceptive understandings of
both Haute to Death and JACK that lead her to make the
connection. That level of thoughtfulness and vision is
the magic of Dashboard. We feel that we have years of
collaborating ahead of us.”
Jon Dones
DJ, Artist, Haute to Death, Detroit

CONTINUED
“As an artist supported by Dash, I have
nothing but respect for the quality of
the productions that they sponsor, and
am privileged to be a part of it. Not
only do I enjoy attending the wide
range of shows and artists represented,
but I discover movements and issues
through the content in the variety that
they produce.
The shows that I have personally
participated in through Dash are the
shining highlights on my resume. Dash
makes relevant, contemporary art
available and possible with their
promotion and support, through Atlanta
and beyond, and I hope they keep
bringing us the awesome.”
Kelly O'Brien
Assistant Professor of Sculpture,
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Dash Projects: Babies in Space (2016),
TEDxPeachtree (2014), Boom City (2012)

UPCOMING
FEBRUARY 2017
Photographs of Dr. Doris
Derby, Atlanta Hartsfield
Jackson Airport
MARCH 2017
“Untitled Earthwork” by
Scott Hocking, Serenbe
APRIL 2017
Unloaded group exhibition in
partnership with Carnegie
Mellon University, Atlanta
MAY 2017
UFO Roadshow featuring work
by Michael Oliveri, American
Southwest
JUNE 2017
Summer Mural Project with
Living Walls, Atlanta

DONATE >>

Support these and
other Dash programs with a
donation!
Contact Beth Malone
beth@dashboard.us

Dash’s programs & operations are
made possible with the generous
support of our donors, sponsors,
and you.
Thank you.

DONATE >> Support Dash in 2017 with
a donation!

